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SHADOWSERVER BY (SOME OF THE) NUMBERS



THE DGA PROBLEM (1)

Criminals need to reliably control their malware

Need botnet Command & Control (C2) channels

Authorities can easily block static IP addresses

Harder to block domain names with firewalls (fast flux) and easily cross 
international borders

Fragmentation of the DNS industry is intentionally exploited to make botnet
takedown harder



THE DGA PROBLEM (2)

Criminals develop Domain Generation Algorithms (DGAs)

100’s or 1000’s of potential malicious C2 domains per day, across many
ccTLDs, nTLDs, gTLDs

Criminal botnet operators only have to register one C2 domain in one TLD 
each day to retain their control

Defenders/LE have to register/block/seize all possible DGA domains in 
every TLD every day to prevent attacks



DGAS: ASYMMETRIC ADVANTAGE TO CRIMINALS



EXAMPLE DGA (EARLY CRYPTOLOCKER)

January 7th, 2014 = intgmxdeadnxuyla + append TLD .com

January 8th, 2014 = axwscwsslmiagfah + append TLD .com
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HYPOTHETICAL DGA SOLUTION

Collect all the malware in the world today

Deliberately execute malware samples in sandbox

Study DNS traffic patterns, classify behaviour

Identify potential new DGA-like domains that may be current C2 domains

Reverse engineer malware DGA generation code and seeds

Forward predict future DGA C2 domains over time

Register 1% available future DGA domains to sample C2 traffic and 
establish botnet population size

Block/seize all current and future C2 domains with the intent of disrupting
criminal control of botnets



INDUSTRIAL SCALE DGA PROCESSING

Already analyse millions of sandbox runs, 1.3B+ samples
Already working with partners to identify known botnet C2 DGAs and 
extract seed values for all detected malware families
Repeatedly exclude all known DNS traffic (both considered malicious and 
benign)
Isolate any remaining new DNS traffic
Identify DGA-like traffic and the the malware samples causing it
Provide malware to partners to reverse engineer and add to known DGA 
collection
Rinse and repeat…
Can we use machine learning/deep learning methods to aid this
process?



ON A TYPICAL RANDOM DAY …

On one random typical day:

94 different reverse engineered DGAs

821 different forward predicted DGA & seeds

~ 400 000 unique DGA C2 domains

Estimating $10 per domain for current domain registration
costs, simply uneconomic to attempt to register 100% of 
potential DGA domains per day, or even sample sinkhole 1% of 
potential daily traffic :-(



DAILY DGA FAMILY/DOMAIN STATS



OBJECTIVES

Focus on detecting DGA domains, which are commonly used by malware as a 
mechanism to maintain a C2 channel 

Distinguish DGA domains from normal domains

Classify these domains into malware families (known vs. unknown)

The solution developed needs to run at large scale

DGA detection pipeline

Innovative combination of different well-known methods to obtain a scalable and reliable detector



TRAINING DATASET

ELK VM with test/training data

A few weeks of DNS/DGA related data from Nov 2019
DNS queries from malware running in the Shadowserver sandbox (11M) 

Unregistered domains seen (12K)

DGAs from known malware/seeds (88 families, 14.4M)

SSL/TLS certs observed when malware executed in sandbox (68K)

Known top domain lists (Alexa, Cisco, Quantcast) (2.4M)

Later extensions:

JA3/JA3S hashes (2M)

AV/family classifications (13.3M)

Later updated with new DGA families



INTRODUCING DGA DETECTIVE



TCN AND LSTM MODES

Temporal Convolutional Networks (TCN) vs Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) 
neural networks

Dataset of about 450 000 domain names for training (roughly 50% normal and 
50 % DGA) 

Performed a 5-fold cross validation on this set (so we train each model 5 times
in total on the different splits) the training is stopped only when the learning 
stagnates (if the validation loss does not improve in the last 20 epochs)

Resulting models are evaluated on a new test set of about ~2.9 million
domains

Findings: TCN outperforms the LSTM in each run



TCN AND LSTM MODES



HOW DOES IT HELP THE ANALYST?

Collect all the malware in the world today

Deliberately execute malware samples in sandbox

Study DNS traffic patterns, classify behaviour

Identify potential new DGA-like domains that may be current C2 domains

Reverse engineer malware DGA generation code and seeds

Forward predict future DGA C2 domains over time

Register 1% available future DGA domains to sample C2 traffic and 
establish botnet population size

Block/seize all current and future C2 domains with the intent of disrupting
criminal control of botnets



DEMO TIME


